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About me
I am a copywriter, content creator, and illustrator with over ten years of experience as a professional 

storyteller. My background in the non-profit, film, and audio drama arenas has irrigated a uniquely 

versatile approach to communication, earning me generous acclaim from the motion picture industry 

while developing a creative spirit rooted in the power of narrative specificity. 



Copy Editor +
Social Media
Manager:
The You Rock 
Foundation





Mile Deep Hollow Tour
In teaming The You Rock Foundation with internationally acclaimed rock 
band IAMX, I developed unique flyers, promotional posters, and social 
media strategies specifically for their North American “Mile Deep Hollow” 
tour. Intimate Q&A sessions, live performances, and an invitation to 
celebrate oneself at the merch booth (“I rock because…”) all worked in 
tandem to destigmatize mental health and grow both brands  over the 
course of the months-long expedition.
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IAMX Teams Up with You Rock Foundation to Shed Light on Mental Health Awareness Through
Music

IAMX to Donate $10,000 to The You Rock Foundation prior to Tour Finale in LA

Los Angeles, CA – May 23, 2019 – IAMX, the solo project of Chris Corner, singer, songwriter, producer and
co-founder of Sneaker Pimps, is finishing the U.S. leg of their Mile Deep Hollow Tour at the Belasco Theater in
Los Angeles on Saturday, May 25. IAMX embarked on said tour with a very special mission: to promote mental
health awareness. They chose to team up with music-based non-profit, The You Rock Foundation (YRF), to
spread the cause by using music as a catalyst for life-saving conversations which, by extension, have
empowered their fans. The vast majority of the tour has taken place and will come to a close during May which
is Mental Health Awareness Month, proving that the timing of this very special partnership could not be better.

Before the final show of the tour, IAMX will present the YRF with $10,000: the proceeds of which were
generated by the band through merchandise sales and more. Furthermore, Sneaker Pimps co-founder, Liam
Howe, will be joining Corner and IAMX as their special guest both on-stage and off where he will contribute to
the band’s ongoing discussion on mental health. Corner and Howe have announced they will reunite in the
studio after the tour to complete a new Sneaker Pimps album. The album release date is currently unknown.

“I had toured for years in a state of perpetual stress, self-doubt, dysfunctional perfectionism, social anxiety and
real-world avoidance. Even with thousands of people loving what I did, I became more anxious, isolated and
depressed,” says Corner. “Now we’re using the music as a backbone to talk about difficult issues like
depression. I talk about my own challenges and get to hear moving stories from others. It’s a beautiful way to
take the musician/audience relationship further and to solidify an authentic connection.”

Proving Corner’s commitment to this connection, the IAMX frontman co-hosted intimate Question & Answer
gatherings with longtime IAMX member Janine Gezang throughout the tour. Attendees would arrive prior to
the evening’s concert with the explicit purpose of destigmatizing the conversation around mental health. The
vehicle for this was Corner beginning each gathering by opening up about his own struggles (namely insomnia,
depression, and anxiety).

mailto:joseph.penola@yourockfoundation.org
http://iamxmusic.com/
https://www.facebook.com/YouRockFNDN/


"Being able to talk openly to somebody about mental health issues is of great importance!” says a fan.
“Unfortunately, there's still so much stigma and ignorance attached to mental health. Oftentimes, even the
closest people, like family, can't understand, and choose to judge. That is why we are SO lucky to have you!!!
Thank you for what you do. You're doing something very important for so many souls.”

Further emphasizing the unique thrust of the tour, the band will be bringing back their ‘IAMX + You Rock
Foundation’ t-shirts – introduced on the preceding European leg of touring – with a portion of the proceeds
going to YRF. Additionally, there will be You Rock Foundation wristbands, literature, and (perhaps most
importantly) opportunities for fans to get present to their own self-worth by completing “I Rock Because…”
signs at the venue. Like the name of the band suggests, this exercise gives concert-goers the chance to take
ownership over and become ‘X’ – the powerful, variable qualities we possess that only we, as individuals, can
define for ourselves.

###

ABOUT THE YOU ROCK FOUNDATION

The You Rock Foundation is a non-profit organization that uses music as a catalyst for life-saving conversations
about mental health, empowering those who are suffering to share their stories and inviting them to let lyrics
speak for them when they can’t.



1 Million Mohawks for Mental Health
The You Rock Foundation’s #1MillionMohawks campaign aimed to raise 

mental health awareness by encouraging followers to fashion a mohawk of 

any kind, then posting a photo of it to social media using the above hashtag. 

In addition to generating copy for various brochures and digital flyers, I 

corresponded with national recording artists and local schools for online 

and on-ground promotional events.
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You Rock Foundation Announces 1 Million Mohawk Challenge

The You Rock Foundation, an organization that spreads awareness about mental health by interviewing
popular musicians as a catalyst for conversation, has launched the 1 Million Mohawks for Mental Health
Challenge. This unique campaign aims to create awareness about mental health, substance use, and
suicide by using the attention this hairstyle gets to talk about the brain beneath it.

1 Million Mohawks will challenge people to shave, spike up, or dye a mohawk into their hair live on
social media, and posting a photo on the platform of their choice. Additionally, the participants will take
a pledge and make a statement as to why they are choosing to stand up against stigma and speak up
about mental health.

1 Million Mohawks has already garnered support from bands like Stone Sour and Killswitch Engage, as
well as from their partners Mental Health America, Rise Together, Helios Recovery and Spread Hope Like
Fire.

1 in 4 people are impacted by mental illness, and according to SAMHSA, nearly 8 million people have
both a mental disorder and substance use disorder. Together, we are helping raise awareness and stop
stigma around mental health in hopes that it helps someone who is struggling.

“I want to get people to talk about what they are dealing with” said You Rock Foundation’s Joseph
Penola. “We’ve interviewed rock stars who get raw and intimate about their lives as a means to give
people hope. The 1 Million Mohawk challenge is taking it to the fans and community to pledge to be
strong, speak up and help others”

With You Rock’s established connections within the music industry and rockstar community, sources
predict this campaign could influence well over the projected one million people.

For more information please visit: www.1millionmohawks.com

mailto:joseph.penola@yourockfoundation.org
http://yourockfoundation.org/
http://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/
https://www.weallrisetogether.org/
https://www.heliosrecovery.com/
http://www.spreadhopelikefire.com/
http://www.spreadhopelikefire.com/
http://www.1millionmohawks.com


Drawing Inspiration Something Sketchy

https://blog.pond5.com/4598-drawing-inspiration-the-keys-to-creating-killer-storyboards/
https://blog.pond5.com/6727-something-sketchy-a-beginners-guide-to-storyboarding/


Career Highlights
and Accolades

Selected Playwright
Literacy Week
SCAD Performing Arts Showcase
Savannah, GA
Fall 2023

Dramatic Writing Ambassador
SCAD TVfest
Atlanta, GA
Winter 2023

Writing Intern
Okay Goodnight
Los Angeles, CA
Winter 2023 – Summer 2023

https://www.scad.edu/academics/programs/performing-arts/acting-showcase
https://www.scadtvfest.com/
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